ABSTRACT. We consider a class of bi-parameter kernels and related square functions in the upper half-space, and give an efficient proof of a boundedness criterion for them. The proof uses modern probabilistic averaging methods and is based on controlling double Whitney averages over good cubes.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we introduce a class of bi-parameter kernels (t 1 , t 2 , x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ) → s t 1 ,t 2 (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 ), where t 1 , t 2 > 0 and x = (x 1 , x 2 ), y = (y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ R n+m . These kernels are assumed to satisfy a natural size estimate, a Hölder estimate and two symmetric mixed Hölder and size estimates. We also assume certain mixed Carleson and size estimates, mixed Carleson and Hölder estimates and a biparameter Carleson condition. Under these conditions we show the square function bound¨R
where θ t 1 ,t 2 f (x 1 , x 2 ) =¨R n+m s t 1 ,t 2 (x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 )f (y 1 , y 2 ) dy 1 dy 2 .
Compared to the bi-parameter Calderón-Zygmund theory the square function case is significantly cleaner. Indeed, the amount of needed symmetries and conditions are greatly reduced. Moreover, one encounters only one full paraproduct -not four. In particular, some demanding aspects related to mixed full paraproducts arising from partial adjoints of Calderón-Zygmund operators are not present here.
Recently the author together with M. Mourgoglou [7] proved a boundedness criterion for one-parameter square functions with general measures. The key to the short proof is based on a new averaging identity over good Whitney regions. The identity is a further development of Hytönen's improvement [3] of the Nazarov-Treil-Volberg method of random dyadic systems [8] . In this paper we push this efficient proof strategy to the case of two parameters. Probabilistic methods in the bi-parameter Calderón-Zygmund setting were first used by the author in [6] . They saw another application in a joint work with Hytönen [4] . Even in the probabilistic realm the square function case is cleaner than the corresponding Calderón-Zygmund case.
The first T 1 type theorem for product spaces was proved by Journé [5] . Journé formulated his theorem in the language of vector-valued Calderón-Zygmund theory. S. Pott and P. Villarroya [9] recently offered a new view -an alternative framework avoiding the vector-valued assumptions. This ideology of mixing the various conditions (kernel estimates, BMO and weak boundedness property) was also used in [6] and [4] . The current paper is a continuation of this theme but in the square function setting. For the corresponding one-parameter square function theory see e.g. the papers by Christ-Journé [1] , Hofmann [2] and Semmes [10] .
We are interested in the square function estimatë
2.1. Assumption (Full standard estimates). The kernel s t 1 ,t 2 : R n+m × R n+m → C is assumed to satisfy the size estimate
We also assume the Hölder estimate
whenever |y 1 − z 1 | < t 1 /2 and |y 2 − z 2 | < t 2 /2. Finally, we assume the following two mixed Hölder and size estimates:
(t 2 + |x 2 − y 2 |) m+β whenever |y 2 − z 2 | < t 2 /2, and 
We also assume the following combinations of Carleson and Hölder conditions: For every cube I ⊂ R n and J ⊂ R m there holds that
. For I ∈ D n , let W I = I × (ℓ(I)/2, ℓ(I)) be the associated Whitney region. We define the numbers
We assume the following Carleson condition:
for all sets Ω ⊂ R n+m such that |Ω| < ∞ and such that for every x ∈ Ω there exists I × J ∈ D so that x ∈ I × J ⊂ Ω.
Remark.
For the readers convenience the necessity of the bi-parameter Carleson condition is discussed in Appendix A.
We can now formulate our main theorem, which we aim to prove in an efficient way using the modern tools.
Theorem. The square function estimatë
holds with a constant depending only on the Assumptions formulated above. 
n }, where we simply have defined I + w n := I + i:
is similarly defined. There is a natural product probability structure on ({0, 1} 
where h
. . , n. Here I i,l and I i,r are the left and right halves of the interval I i respectively. If η = 0 the Haar function is cancellative:´h I = 0. The cancellative Haar functions form an orthonormal basis of
We suppress the finite η summation and simply write a = I a, h I h I . We may expand a function f defined in R n+m using the corresponding product basis:
Let always I 1 , I 2 ∈ D n and J 1 , J 2 ∈ D m . Using independence we see thaẗ
Notice carefully that the cubes I 1 , J 1 are not restricted to good cubes. We conclude that we can fix the dyadic grids D n and D m and focus on dominating the sum
The first step is to split
where
and so on. In the square function setting < is much easier than ≥. Indeed, no further splitting is necessary in the < summations. It is only in these summations that one may utilise the various Hölder type estimates. However, the terms with ≥ have to be further dominated by three pieces. For example, we dominate
The goodness was already used in the last term to force the condition ℓ(I 1
. To move the I 1 summation outside the square we also used the fact that given I 2 there are 1 cubes I 1 with these properties.
Goodness will be used one more time in the summations with ⊃. Elsewhere the goodness may be discarded.
Naturally, the most difficult term is S ≥,≥ , which has to be dominated by nine terms
Here things boil down to using the various size conditions instead of the Hölder conditions.
THE TERM S <,<
This term is almost trivial. The full Hölder estimate gives that if ℓ(I 1 ) < ℓ(I 2 ) and ℓ(J 1 ) < ℓ(J 2 ), then
Here
where I 2 ). Therefore, we have that
where we have applied the following well-known Proposition twice.
Proposition. There holds that
for x I 1 , y I 2 ≥ 0. In particular, there holds that
THE TERM S ≥,<
Term S ≥sep,< . The mixed Hölder and size estimate gives that in this case I 2 ). In this case, one has
together with the identity γ n (n + α) = α/2 gives that also in this case
Therefore, we may conclude that S ≥sep,< f 2 L 2 (R n+m ) using the same argument as with the term S <,< .
Term S ⊃,< . Define
. The thing to note about s . We also denote f J 1 = f, h J 1 so that f J 1 (y 1 ) =´f (y 1 , y 2 )h J 1 (y 2 ) dy 2 , y 1 ∈ R n . We now estimate S ⊃,< S ⊃ mod ,< + S Car,< , where
Note that S Car,< collapses to
If k > r we have by the goodness of I that ℓ(I) αˆ(
Using the mixed Hölder and size estimate this yields that for k > r there holds that
In the case k ≤ r we use the estimatê
to arrive at the same conclusion. Therefore, we have that
We then deal with S Car,< . Minkowski's integral inequality yields that S Car,< can be dominated by
4.1. Lemma. Let J 1 , J 2 be such that ℓ(J 1 ) < ℓ(J 2 ), and let (x 2 , t 2 ) ∈ W J 2 . The numbers
Proof. Fix the cube I ∈ D n . We estimatë
Minkowski's integral inequality yields thaẗ
where the last estimate follows from the mixed Carleson and Hölder conditions. The mixed Hölder and size estimate gives that
This completes the proof of the Lemma.
Using the above lemma we now see that
Term S ∼,< . Here we have using the mixed Hölder and size estimate that for (x 1 , t 1 ) ∈ W I 2 , (x 2 , t 2 ) ∈ W J 2 there holds that
The last step uses the fact that here ℓ(I 1 ) ∼ ℓ(I 2 ). Using the fact that given I 1 we have 1 cubes I 2 such that ℓ(I 1 ) ∼ ℓ(I 2 ) and d(I 1 , I 2 ) ℓ(I 1 ), we have that
THE TERM S <,≥
This term is completely symmetric with the term S ≥,< , and therefore the symmetric mixed Hölder and size estimate and the symmetric mixed Carleson and Hölder estimate yield the bound S <,≥ f 2 L 2 (R n+m ) .
THE TERM S ≥,≥
Term S ⊃,⊃ . We need to bound
The size estimate gives that
Indeed, this can be seen using the same argument that was used to estimate the term S ⊃ mod ,< . Similarly, this then leads to the bound
This leaves us to deal with S Car,⊃ mod (the term S ⊃ mod ,Car is handled symmetrically). One begins by dominating S Car,⊃ mod with
6.1. Lemma. Let J ∈ D m, good , (x 2 , t 2 ) ∈ W J and ℓ ∈ N be fixed. The numbers
Proof. The proof follows the idea of the proof of Lemma 4.1. The difference is that one uses the mixed Carleson and size estimate and the full size condition. Of course, one also uses the fact that since J is good we have the familiar estimatê
We conclude that
Rest of the terms. The remaining terms contain no new philosophies -they only constitute an easy mixture of the already used techniques. For this reason we only shortly indicate how they are bounded. The term S ≥sep,≥sep is estimated using the size estimate. The correct bound is established similarly like the R n part was estimated in S ≥sep,< . The bound A I 1 I 2 A J 1 J 2 is then summed like in S <,< .
The term S ∼,∼ is estimated using the size estimate after which the summation is trivial (see S ∼,< ).
The term S ⊃,∼ is first split into S ⊃ mod ,∼ and S Car,∼ . The term S ⊃ mod ,∼ is handled using the size estimate. The term S Car,∼ is handled using the mixed Carleson and size estimate and the size condition. The term S ∼,⊃ is of course symmetric.
The term S ⊃,≥sep is very similar to S ⊃,< . One simply uses the size estimate and the mixed Carleson and size estimate, and then the techniques from the estimation of S ≥sep,< to get the A J 1 J 2 . Otherwise there is no difference. The term S ≥sep,⊃ is symmetric.
Finally, the terms S ≥sep,∼ and S ∼,≥sep are bounded using the size condition (and the techniques from the estimation of S ≥sep,< ). This concludes our proof of Theorem 2.5.
APPENDIX A. NECESSITY OF THE BI-PARAMETER CARLESON CONDITION
For the readers convenience we prove here that in the case of model operators our formulation of the bi-parameter Carleson condition is necessary for the square function bound in L 2 (R n+m ). Suppose θ n t 1 has a kernel s
We assume that these satisfy the size condition. Moreover, we assume the corresponding L Let Ω ⊂ R n+m be such a bounded set that for every x ∈ Ω there exists I × J ∈ D so that x ∈ I × J ⊂ Ω. We will show that (A.1)
Let M D denote the strong maximal function related to the grid D and let M denote the strong maximal function. DefineΩ = {M D 1 Ω > 1/2} and Ω = {M1Ω > c} for a small enough dimensional constant c = c(n, m). Since | Ω| |Ω| |Ω|, it is enough by the square function bound in L 2 (R n+m ) to show that In the proof we will select a plethora of various maximal dyadic cubes. We will be slightly lax with the justification of their existence -for this minor detail we refer to [4] .
For every J ∈ D m we let F J consist of the maximal F ∈ D n for which F ×J ⊂Ω. Then we define F J := F ∈F J 2F . We will separately bound 
1.
We have thus proved that
We will then bound S 2 . This time we first fix I ∈ D n . Let G I consist of maximal G ∈ D m for which I × G ⊂ Ω, and I G ∈ D n be the maximal cube for which I G ⊃ I and I G × G ⊂Ω. Let (x 1 , t 1 ) ∈ W I . We write Here we have that I G × J ⊂ I G × G ⊂Ω. Therefore, there exists F ∈ F J such that I G ⊂ F . This means that 2I G ⊂ 2F ⊂ F J . We will use this via 1 
